Jonathan David & Melissa Helser Song Charts

Songs from “The Awakening”

You See
God is Love
Likeness of Jesus
(*I've Seen I AM is under “The Reward Sessions”)

Songs from “The Reward Sessions”
(The Reward, Walk Through the Walls, Long Story Short)

You’re Never Giving Up
God of the Angel Armies
Fly
In The Middle
Intimacy
I Will Not Be Silent
I've Seen I AM
I Have Risen
It Is Good
Amy’s Song
The Reward

Songs from “On The Shores”

On The Shores
Lovesong
Faith is Rising
Wrecking Ball
Explode My Soul
Earth Like Heaven
Redemption Rain
Threshing Floor
Just One
Empty My Soul
Abba
Endless Ocean

Other Songs and Versions

Resurrection in My Veins
You See (Live Version)
Threshing Floor (in E)
As you may have noticed, some measures are noted within certain sections of our song charts to indicate the timing of the chord changes. Here is a simple key to help you understand what’s happening:

- **I** = measure bars
- **II**: :II = “repeat this section” indefinitely, or as many times as noted in parenthesis
- **/** = quarter note
- **//** = eighth note
- **///** = sixteenth note
- . = indicates the note is dotted (e.g. “//.” = dotted eighth note)

The chord, or note, will be marked, and however many beats it lasts will follow. This is only to indicate the timing of the changing of the chords, not to serve as a rhythm chart.

Here is the timing of the verse progression in “Lovesong”:

\[
\begin{align*}
|: & \text{Bb} / / / / | \text{F} / / / / | \text{Gm} / / / / | \text{Eb} / / / :| \\
\end{align*}
\]

The **Bb** chord has one measure of three quarter notes, and the **F**, **Gm**, and **Eb** chords each have one whole measure of four quarter notes. These four measures repeat throughout the entire verse, and for as long as is called for in other sections that return to this progression.

Here is the bass line from the channel in “On the Shores”:

\[
\text{(Bass: } |: (\text{E}) / / / / | (\text{A}) / (\text{D}) / | (\text{B}) / / / / | / / / :|)\]

The notes are found in parenthesis. In this case, the first measure has an **E** note for four quarter notes, the second measure has an **A** note for two quarter notes plus a **D** note for two quarter notes, and the final two measures have **E** for four quarter notes each. This progression of four measures is repeated as long as is called for in this section of the song.

Here is the bridge section from “Lovesong”:

\[
\begin{align*}
|: & \text{Bb} / / / / | \text{Eb} / / / / | \text{Gm} / / / / | \text{Gm} . \text{Eb} . :| \\
\end{align*}
\]

Here, the final measure has dotted quarter note values for the **Gm** and **Eb** chords.

Hopefully that is simple and informative enough to help you!

-Joel
LIKENESS OF JESUS

(verse 1)
F /// | /// |
I want the cry of Moses
I want the ears of Samuel
I want the heart of Mary
C /// | Bb /// |
But most of all I want the likeness of Jesus

(chorus 1)
Dm        C   Bb             F
From glory to glory I am transformed
Nothing is between us, the veil has been torn
From glory to glory I am transformed
Dm                  C                Bb                  C /// | /// |
Nothing is between us, the veil has been torn

(verse 2)
I want the prayers of Daniel
I want the voice of John
I want the walk of Enoch
But most of all I want the likeness of Jesus

(chorus 2)
Dm        C   Bb             C /// | /// |
Nothing is between us, the veil has been torn
|: Dm /// | C /// | Bb /// | C /// :|
The veil’s been torn
C /// | /// |: F /// :|
...The veil has been torn

(bridge)
F /// | /// |
I wanna be holy as he is holy
I wanna be righteous as he is righteous
I wanna be loving as he is loving
C /// | Bb /// | F /// | /// |
But most of all, I want to be like Jesus
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(verse 1)
    Am    G/A    Am
         I will dance on the chains of my circumstance
    G/A     D/A    Am
         Walk on the waves of the storm
(pre-chorus)
    Am    G/A    Am
    Nothing is impossible for those who believe
    G       Am
    God is love
(chorus)
    Am    F
    God is love, God is love
    G       Am
    I wont be afraid
    Am    F
    God is love, God is love
    G       Am
    Nothing is impossible
(verse 2)
    I will live out the dreams you placed in me
    Shout down the walls of fear
(bridge)
    Am    F
    I can scale a wall, I can move a mountain
    G       Am (Line: (E) //. (D) //. (C) // (A) // I)
    I can slay the giants with you on my side
    Am    F
    I can raise the dead, free the nations
    G       Am
    I can fly

||: Am /// G/A /// Am /// G/A /// D/A /// Am /// :|| (vamp)
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YOU SEE

(verse 1)
E                                  A
I see a mountain, you see a miracle
I see a wasteland, you see a garden
I see dry bones, you see an army
I see impossible, you see everything

(verse 2)
I see a seed, you see a harvest
I see the water, you see the wine
I see the broken, you see your body
I see my enemy, you see your footstool

(chorus)
E       B                 A                   B
You are I AM, but I've been so blind all this time
E               B   A                           B                   E
My God, touch me, I want to see the way that you see

(verse 3)
I see my sins, you see your blood
I see a baby, you see a savior
I see my failures, you see redemption
I see a beggar, you see a son

(verse 4)
I see my Father, you see your son
I see my Shepherd, you see your lamb
I see my Savior, you see your joy
I see your eyes staring at mine
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YOU'RE NEVER GIVING UP

(verse)
G D/F# Em D
Your love, it never fails, it never ends
G D/F# Em D
Your love, it never quits, it never stops chasing my soul

||: G ///// | D/F# ///// | Em ///// | D ///// :||

(chorus)
G D/F#
You’re never giving up, you’re never giving up
Em D
You’re never giving up on me

(tag)
G D/F# Em D
Set us free!
(verse 1)

It seems like all I can see are enemies surrounding me
It seems like all I can feel are lies that you’re not real
I lift my eyes to the hills, where does help come from
My help comes from the one who the made the earth and heavens

(channel 1)

I believe you’re more real than what my eyes can see
I believe these hills are full of a mighty angel army

(chorus 1)

God of the angel armies, you’re mighty to save
God of the angel armies, you’re worthy of our praise
God of the angel armies, you fight for us
God of the angel armies, you come down when praises go up

(verse 2)

Finally I’m starting to see, things are not as they seem
Nothing can come between you’re mighty love for me
No ear has ever heard, no eye has ever seen
What you have planed for those you set you’re love upon

(channel 2)

I believe you’re greater than I could ever dream
I believe you’re coming again with a mighty angel army

(chorus 2)

you come down... when praises they go up
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(verse 1)
Bb               F/A  Gm                      Eb
I close my eyes, everything disappears but your smile
I raise my hands, on a cliff I stand
Arms open wide, you’re the Father, I’m the child
You whisper to me, step of the edge

(channel)
Gm  F  Eb  F
Leave it all behind
Leave it all behind
Cut loose the ties
Let go, let go
(to verse 2)

(verse 2)
For way to long I’ve settled for these lies
When so much more has been waiting on the other side
I think its time we cross this river so wide
Leave these shores, step off the edge
(to channel)
(to chorus)

(chorus)
Bb  Eb  Gm  F
Fly

(outro)
Eb  Fm  Gm  F/A
(intro)

... (A) // (G#) // (E) // (F#m) // |
| F#m // // // (A) // (G#) // (E) // (D) // |
| D // // // (A) // (G#) // (E) // (F#m) // |
| F#m // // // (A) // (G#) // (E) // (D) // |
| D // // // // // // |
(verse 1)
A                     E                  D                     A
These hands you made to hold yours, my love
These feet you shaped to walk with you in our garden
These eyes you placed to gaze upon your face
A                     E                  D                     A
These lips you formed to kiss my beloved

(chorus)
E                  D                   A
I was made, I was made for intimacy

(verse 2)
These ears you made to hear your rhythm of love
This voice you placed to sing songs of grace
This hair you wove, you numbered every strand
This gaze you love, it captures you with a glance

(bridge)
E  D                A
Intimacy is what I need
E  D                A
Intimacy is calling me
(verse 1)

Bm             G
A           Bm
Em          F#m
I will not be silent, I was born to worship
Bm             G
A           Em
F#m
I will not be quiet, the voice of fear will hold me back no more

(to the top) (to verse 1)
(to the top) (to channel)

(channel)

Em      F#m    Em    F#m
Worship is the key, worship is my destiny
Em      F#m    G    A
Worship is the victory that releases the glory

(to the top) (to verse 2)

(verse 2)

I will not give up what is my inheritance
I was born to do great things; God is alive, he is inside of me

(to the top) (to channel)
(to the top) (to chorus)

(chorus)

||: Bm // // // // // // // // :||
I will not be silent, I was born to worship

(to the top)
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I’VE SEEN I AM

||: A // E/G# // :||

(verse 1)
A            E/G#       A    E/G#
I looked into the eyes of a lion
Felt the courage in his gaze
I heard him roar my name with passion
F#m     // //              D   /// Esus7 // // (to the top) (to verse 2)
As I buried my tears in his mane

(verse 2)
I looked into the eyes of a lamb
I saw love face to face
I felt grace destroy my sin
As mercy flowed from his veins (to chorus 1)

(chorus 1)
A            E/G# F#m       D    A    E/G# F#m D
I’ve seen I AM, now I know that I am loved
A            E/G# F#m       D (to the top) (to verse 3)
I’ve seen I AM, now I know who I am

(verse 3)
I looked into the eyes of a king
I saw the beauty of holiness
I heard the voice of many waters
As worship poured from my lips (to chorus 2)

(chorus 2)
A            E/G# F#m       D    A    E/G# F#m D
I’ve seen I AM, now I know that I am loved
I’ve seen I AM, now I know who I am
(repeat) (to the top) (to verse 4) (to chorus)

(verse 4)
I looked into the eyes of a savior
I saw a love stronger than death
I kissed the scars that bought my freedom
As I laid my head on his chest
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I HAVE RISEN

||: Am // G // | F // Em // :||

(verse 1)

Am G F Em
Who is this coming up out of Edom
With garments stained with blood
Marching forth in awesome splendor Em /// (to the top)
His feet have trodden the winepress of the LORD

(verse 2)

Here he comes leaping over my mountains
Like a warrior returning from war
With a smile he’s laughing and singing
All the earth trembles at his voice (to the top) (into chorus)

(chorus)

Dm /// | Am /// | (Line: A / B / C / E / )
I have risen,
Dm /// | Am /// | (Line: E / G / A / C / )
It is finished
Dm /// | Am /// | (Line: A / B / C / E / )
Do not worry
F /// | G /// | (to the top)
The battle has already been won

(verse 3)

Lift your eyes beyond your battle
See the cross and the tomb where I laid
They are empty (for) I have conquered
I hold the keys to hell and the grave (to the top) (into chorus)

(end of verse 3’s chorus)

……||: F G :|| (x3) (to the top)
…the battle has already………been won

(verse 4)

Come up here and sit on my shoulders
Wrap your arms around my mane
We will ride out into battle
You will win by resting in my grace
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IT IS GOOD

[|: A | D | :|
  (Bass: |: (A) | (E) | (A) | (E) | (A) | (F#) | (A) | (D) | :|)

(verse 1) [acoustic with electric swells]

  A
  It is good to praise you, Lord
  D
  To make music to your name
  (repeat)

(chorus 1A) [add bass on “when we sing”]

  D E F#m E/G#
  To sing of your love in the morning
  A/C# D A/E D/F#
  To tell of your deeds in the evening
  (repeat)
  Bm E
  When we sing
  Bm E
  I hear you say...it is good
  (to verse 1) (to chorus 1B)

(chorus 1B)

  D E F#m E/G#
  To sing of your love in the morning
  A/C# D A/E D/F#
  To tell of your deeds in the evening
  Bm E
  When we sing
  Bm E
  I hear you say...it is good
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(verse 1)
C                      Csus
I was awakened last night
To the sound of dancing feet above me
I thought they were on my roof
C          Am
Until it struck me
G                ||: C  /// | Csus  /// :||
They were on golden streets

(verse 2)
I opened my eyes and saw
What I thought was an angel dancing
She was a perfect child
She looked at me and smiled
And sang this song

(chorus)
C                          F
Mama can you hear me?
C                          G
Daddy can you feel me?
C      F
I’m made whole
C      F
I’m at home
Am    G    ||    F    ///
I’m dancing on streets of gold
F    G    ||    Am    G/B    ///||: C  /// | Csus  /// :||
Don’t stop holding on

(verse 3)
Her hair was golden
Like it was woven from the streets she danced upon
And she was laughing and spinning
She couldn’t stop singing this song
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(verse)
F     Bb     C     F
In a garden we fell, but in a garden he prayed
F     Bb     C  //  //  //  //  //  //
Not my will but yours be done
F     Bb     C     F
My sins he became so I could be like him
Bb     C     F  //  //  //  //  //  //
To go beyond the veil and see his face

(channel)
Dm     Am     Gm     F
The cross has made a way so we can enter in
Gm     Bb     C  //  //  //  //  //  //
To go back to the garden once again
Dm     Am     Gm     F
The cross has made a way, forever I will say
Bb     C     F  //  //  //  //  //  //
Worthy is the Lamb that was slain

(chorus)
Dm     Am     Gm     F
Worthy, worthy
Gm     Bb     C  //  //  //  //  //  //
Worthy is Lamb that was slain
Dm     Am     Gm     F
To receive the reward of his suffering
Bb     C     F  //  //  //  //  //  //
Worthy is the Lamb that was slain

(tag)
Bb     C     F  //  //  //  //  //  //
Receive the reward, oh Lamb of God
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ON THE SHORES

164 bpm

||: G /// /// /// | G/B /// C /// /// :||

(verse 1)

G                       G/B   C
On the shores of my soul I give you permission
To wash my tears away
And take all my disappointment
And fill me with joy once again

(channel)

Em        Bm
I’m gonna sing out loud
And let my voice be heard
It’s a song of victory
And it’s ringing in the earth

(verse 2)

On the top of my cage I am sitting
Above the shame so lonely
Your kindness it has lifted me
To see the way that you see

(chorus)

C   G
Hallelujah
(verse 1)

Bb    F    Gm    Eb
I can hear a love song all around me when the wind blows
I can hear your voice speak, it surrounds me when the leaves move

(chorus)

Bb  F    Gm    Bb
I'm just dust without your breath

Bb  F    Gm    Bb
I'm just clay without your kiss

Bb  Gm  F    Eb
I'm just skin and bone

Bb/D  Eb
Without your wind in my lungs

(1st time back to top)
(2nd time into bridge via: | Gm .| Eb .|)

(verse 2)

I can hear a love song in everything you’re singing
I can hear your heartbeat flowing through me, you’re inside me

(bridge)

||: Bb /// | Eb /// | Gm /// | Gm .| Eb . :||
Ohhhhhh...

(back to top, verse 1, chorus, bridge, chorus, end)
FAITH IS RISING

||: Bb // Eb /// Bb // Eb /// Bb // Eb /// F /// :||

(verse 1)
Bb Eb Bb Eb
Faith is rising, I am seeing
Bb Eb F
You are smiling over me

(chorus)
Gm F Eb Bb
Perfect love is filling us
Eb Bb Eb Bb
Fear is fleeing, fear is leaving
Gm F | Eb /// (to the top)
Perfect love is singing over me

(verse 2)
Faith is rising, I am hearing
You are laughing at my enemies

(bridge)
Bb Eb Bb Eb
I'm your beloved, I'm your beloved
Bb Eb F
I'm your beloved
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WRECKING BALL

(verse 1)
D       A       G       D
Let heaven fall like a wrecking ball and crush every fear in my veins
D       A       G       D
Let the love of God like a tidal wave wash away all my shame

(channel)
D       A/C#     Bm     G
You can’t stay away when love starts singing
D       A/C#     Bm     G
You can’t stay away when love starts ringing
(repeat)
||: Bm ///// | G ///// :|| (x4)

(verse 2)
D       A       G       D
Let the Holy Ghost come so close our hearts explode with your love
D       A       G       D
Let healing power come like fire and burn in the marrow of my bones

(chorus)
Bm       G       Bm       G       Bm       G       Bm       G
Open the sky, come and ride, on the songs we sing, on our melody
(alternative: Bm Em)

(verse 3)
D       A       G       D
Let heaven fall, like a wrecking ball and crush every plan of my enemy
(repeat)

(after last chorus)
F#m7 ///// | A ///// |
||: D ///// | G ///// | F#m7 ///// | A ///// :||
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EXPLODE MY SOUL

(verse 1)

F#m                          D
Whisper my name so only I can hear
Call to my heart, chase away my fears
Stand up in this place, fight for the one you love
Won’t you come surround me so I can rise above

(chorus)

F#m                                     D
Explode my soul, let these walls come down
All these prison thoughts crumble with the sound
Of my deliverance from my enemies
I stand up beside you, let’s watch these giants flee

(verse 2)

F#m                                     D
Let the silence be broken, and the winter be done
Will you come out of your hiding, kiss me sweet warm sun
Let the wind of your Spirit blow the dust off my feet
I ran to you broken but now I am complete

(explosion)

D                                       A
Hello promise land, we’ve waited for so long
To see what we’ve believed in, to sing this promise land song
Explode my soul, explode with praise
What he promised is what he gave

© 2012 Melissa Helser
(intro)

||| Fm /// | Cm /// | Db /// | Eb /// :|| (drums in on 3rd time)
|| Fm /// | Cm /// | Db /// | /// |
[all in] ||| Fm /// | Eb /// | Db /// | /// :|| (x2)

(verse 1) [no bass]

Fm            Eb
The dust that we were made of
Db /// /// ///
Is calling us to free them
Fm            Eb
The earth that we were pulled from
Db /// /// ///
Is crying liberate us

(interlude) [bass in]

Fm /// | Eb /// | Db /// /// ///
(Bass: F /// | G /// | Ab /// | Db /// /// /// )
(one time, repeat verse 1 [no bass], directly into channel 1)

(channel 1)

Fm            Cm
We won’t be satisfied
Db            Eb ///
Until the earth looks just like heaven
Fm            Cm
We won’t be satisfied
Db            Eb /// /// ///
Until the earth looks just like heaven
(to interlude) (x2) [full band]

(verse 2) [bass fade out]

Like the waters cover the sea
Let the earth be filled with your glory
Until the prayers you prayed become reality
And the earth looks just like heaven
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(channel 2) [no bass]

\[ Fm \quad Cm \]
We won’t be satisfied
\[ Db \quad / / / / | / / / / | \]
Until the earth looks just like heaven
\[ Fm \quad Cm \]
And the prayers you prayed become reality
\[ Db \quad Eb \quad / / / / | / / / / | \]
And the earth looks just like heaven

(chorus)

\[ Fm \quad Eb \]
Wake up you sons and daughters
\[ Db \quad / / / / | / / / / | \]
You were made for so much more
\[ Fm \quad Eb \]
Wake up you sons and daughters
\[ Db \quad / / / / | / / / / | \]
Start singing, creation’s waiting

(to interlude) (x2) [full band]

(bridge)

\[ Fm \quad Eb \]
Your kingdom come, your will be done
\[ Db \quad / / / / | / / / / | \]
Until the earth looks just like heaven
\[ Fm \quad Eb \]
Your kingdom come, your will be done
\[ Db \quad Eb \quad / / / / | / / / / | \]
Until the earth looks just like heaven

(to chorus)
(to interlude) [full band]
(to verse 2: \[ Fm \quad / / / / | Cm \quad / / / / | Db \quad / / / / | Eb \quad / / / / | \]
\[ Fm \quad / / / / | Cm \quad / / / / | Db \ldots \text{(end)} \]
(verse 1)

C                                      F
Won’t you come up here, won’t you come up high
Won’t you sing his praise, won’t you let it rise
Up from the ashes and all your pain
Won’t you come and dance in redemption’s rain
Come up here

(chorus)

C                     F                    C      G/B      F
Redemption rain is falling down, down, down
Redemption love is pouring out, out, out
Redemption’s song is singing la la la
He’s singing la la la
He’s singing la la la

(verse 2)

Won’t you come up here, come up now
Won’t you leave your worries below the clouds
And let his beauty fill your lungs
The heavenly chorus has begun
Come up here

(bridge) [ramp to 68 bpm]

C/G      F/A
Love be in my bones
C/E               F
Love shake down my walls
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(verse 1)

Eb
I heard about a threshing floor
Ab
Gideon saw the angel of the Lord
Abm         Eb
I wanna go there and be with you
Eb
I heard about a secret place
Ab
Moses went and saw your face
Abm         Eb
I wanna go there and be with you

(chorus)

Eb // Bb/D /// | Cm /// / |
Take me home
Ab //       Bb /// | Eb /// / |
To the place where I belong
Eb //       Bb/D /// | Cm /// / |
There's nothing that I want more
Ab //       Bb /// | Eb /// / |
Than the presence of the Lord

(verse 2)

I heard about an upper room
Tongues of fire fall on you
I wanna go there and be with you
I heard about a garden where
You and man walk hand in hand
I wanna go there and be with you
JUST ONE

(intro)
|| Bb /// | Eb /// :||

(verse 1)

Bb                                  Eb
Just one drop of your blood, my sins are gone
Just one thread of your robe, I’m made whole
Just one glimpse of your face is all I can dream of
Cm           Bb/D                 Eb         F /// | /// | /// |
Just one moment of your favor is so much greater

(chorus)

Bb                  F
You are the one who was
Gm                Eb
You are the one who is
Bb                  F                Gm    Eb
You are the one who will always love

(verse 2)

Just one word from your lips, the heavens were made
Just one touch of your hand, I am changed
Just one breath from your mouth, I come alive
Just one moment of your favor is so much greater

(bridge)

Cm                       Bb/D                    Eb /// | /// |
No matter what my circumstances try to say
Cm               Bb/D                   Eb /// | /// |
I will trust in you, I will lift my voice
Cm  Bb/D     Eb                  F /// | /// | /// |
And I will say you are greatly to be praised

(tag)

Bb            F/A Gm                             Eb
Just one drop, and everything will change
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(verse 1)
C Am F
I fall on the floor down at your feet
I know you want me here with my suitcase full of needs
Oh my heart is heavy and my mind is full
I let go of my pride and empty out my soul

(chorus)
C F
I let go, ohhhhhhh
C F
Empty my soul, ohhhhhhh

(verse 2)
I pick up all my ashes and my tattered robes
I bury them in a sea of love undescribable
You drown me in forgiveness, you fill my lungs with hope
For the first time in my life I really let go

(bridge)
Am F
It’s a love undescribable
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(verse 1)
\[\text{Bb} \quad \text{Eb}\]
You're more real than the wind in my lungs
You're more real than the ground I'm standing on

(channel)
\[\text{Bb} \quad \text{Bb/D}\]
You're thoughts define me, you're inside me
\[\text{Eb}\]
You're my reality

(chorus)
\[\text{Bb} \quad \text{Bb/D} \quad \text{Eb} \quad \text{Bb/D} \quad \text{Cm}\]
Abba, I belong to you
(repeat)

(verse 2)
You're closer than the skin on my bones
You're closer than the song on my tongue
(verse 1)
D                       F#m
   In the beginning you were singing
Bm                                G                    D / / / / |
   In the end you'll still be singing over me
D                    F#m
   In this moment you're right beside me
Bm                                                  G              D / / / / | / / / / |
   You're everywhere, you're in the air that I breathe

(chorus)
G                  A                       D / / / | / / / / |
   You are an endless ocean, a bottomless sea

(verse 2)
   In my sin you kept loving
   There's no end to your forgiveness and mercy
   Every morning you keep coming
   The waves of your affection keep washing over me

(verse 3)
   All those angels, they are swimming
   In this ocean and they still can find no shore
   Day and night, night and day
   They keep seeing new sides of your face

(bridge)
G                          A                    D / / / | / / / / |
   There's no end to the affection you have for me

(instrumental)
||: G/B / / / | A / / / | D / / / | / / / :||
Resurrection’s in my veins!
Resurrection’s in my veins!
Resurrection’s in my veins!
Resurrection’s in my veins!
YOU SEE (live version) 122.5 (// = 225) bpm

(verse 1)
D       G
I see a mountain, you see a miracle
I see a wasteland, you see a garden
I see dry bones, you see an army
I see impossible, you see everything

(verse 2)
I see a seed, you see a harvest
I see the water, you see the wine
I see the broken, you see your body
I see my enemy, you see your footstool

(chorus)
D       A                 G                   A
You are I AM, but I've been so blind all this time
D               A   G                           A
My God, touch me, I want to see the way that you see
||: D /// | A /// | G /// | A /// :||

(verse 3)
I see my sins, you see your blood
I see a baby, you see a savior
I see my failures, you see redemption
I see a beggar, you see a son

(verse 4)
I see my Father, you see your son
I see my shepherd, you see your lamb
I see my Savior, you see your joy
I see your eyes staring at mine

(bridge)
D /// /// /// /// G /// /// /// ///
Take us higher, take us higher
Bm /// /// | A /// D/F# /// | G /// /// /// ///
Take us higher

(vamp)
||: D /// /// /// /// | G /// /// /// /// | D /// /// /// /// | G /// /// /// /// |
D /// /// /// /// | G /// /// /// /// | Bm /// /// | A /// D/F# /// | G /// /// /// /// :||
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(verse 1)

E
I heard about a threshing floor
A
Gideon saw the angel of the Lord
Am E
I wanna go there and be with you
E
I heard about a secret place
A
Moses went and saw your face
Am E
I wanna go there and be with you

(chorus)

E // B/D# // | C#m // // |
Take me home
A // B // E // // |
To the place where I belong
E // B/D# // | C#m // // |
There’s nothing that I want more
A // B // E // // |
Than the presence of the Lord

(verse 2)

I heard about an upper room
Tongues of fire fall on you
I wanna go there and be with you
I heard about a garden where
You and man walk hand in hand
I wanna go there and be with you